Changes in Microsoft certification announced

In the continuing efforts to keep our Microsoft certification program current with employers' and students' needs, Sullivan University has made changes to its Microsoft Certification for Systems Engineers (MCSE) program.

**Two new courses added**

Beginning in the Summer 2001 Quarter, the MCSE program was extended by one quarter. This extension was due to the need for the new Microsoft certification students to have the same basic computer foundation. To meet this need, Sullivan University added two four-hour courses: Introduction to Personal Computer Hardware and Introduction to Networking Essentials. Both courses lead to certifications with CompTIA, of which Sullivan University is a member.

**MCSE curriculum changes**

Sullivan University plans to provide its MCSE students with the opportunity to concentrate their development in the challenging and timely field of computer and Internet security. Sullivan graduates will be prepared to assist their employers with the most up-to-date advances in securing Microsoft networks.